Toward biosensors for the detection of circulating microRNA as a cancer biomarker: an overview of the challenges and successes.
Considerable attention has been dedicated to developing feasible point-of-care tests for cancer diagnosis and prognosis. An ideal biomarker for clinical use should be easily assayed with minimally invasive medical procedures but possess high sensitivity and specificity. The role of microRNAs (miRNAs) in the regulation of different cellular processes, the unique altered patterns in cancer patients and presence in body fluids in the stable form, points to their clinical utility as blood-based biomarkers for diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of cancer. Although a variety of selective and sensitive laboratory-based methods are already exist for the detection of circulating miRNA, having a simple, low-cost and rapid assay, which could be routinely used in clinical practice, is still required. Among different approaches that have developed for circulating miRNA detection, biosensors, due to the high sensitivity, ease of use, short assay time, non-toxic experimental steps, and adaptability to point-of-care testing, exhibit very attractive properties for developing portable devices. With this view, we present an overview of some of the challenges that still need to be met to be able to use circulating miRNAs in clinical practice, including their clinical significance, sample preparation, and detection. In particular, we highlight the recent advances in the rapidly developing area of biosensors for circulating miRNA detection, along with future prospects and challenges.